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European Oil Finish: 

 

European Oil is a natural, flack seed oil blended with natural wax, creating a “Hardwax” oil. This 

finish, being organic in nature, is meant to be a “breathable” finish. It is a 0 VOC Finish that is UV 

Cured under Industrial Lights. This is a durable, hardy finish that is ideal for creating a “Raw or 

natural” looking wood surface. Due to the nature of the finish being “breathable”, the finish works 

well with in-floor heating. However, this finish is not a urethane coating, so that heightened care will 

be necessary for cognizance of the finish.  

 

User Care and Maintenance: 

 

This finish should be mopped with the approved Flooring Soap, provided by Burchette & Burchette. 

It is a concentrated soap that works to lift dirt and debris as well as condition the wood.  

 

This finish should be maintained long-term (based on the use and color) with either a Maintenance 

Oil approved by Burchette & Burchette, or our X-Matte floor care.  

 

Follow these simple steps to get the most life out of your Finish: 
 

1. Keep grit off the floor by using dirt-trapping, walk-off mats at all exterior doors to help 

prevent dirt and grit from getting on the floor, and keep doormats clean. Throw rugs just 

inside the entrances are also helpful.  

2. Put fabric-faced glides (preferable felt) on the legs of your furniture. They allow furniture to 

be moved easily without scuffing the floor. Clean the glides regularly since grit can become 

embedded in them.  

3. Vacuum floor regularly using a brush attachment. You may also use a dust mop daily or as 

needed.  

4. Wipe up spills promptly with a dry cloth or paper towel. Use slightly dampened cloth for 

sticky spills. – AVOID spills from: Bleach, Cooking Oils, and any other natural oil 

substances, as these can potentially stain the floor, and even leave behind discolored 

spots/stains. 

5. It is a good practice to keep your floor as clean as possible. When cleaning is needed, add one 

cup white vinegar to one gallon of warm water, or other approved hardwood flooring 

cleaners. Use a terry cloth mop and damp mop the floor. Never wet mop or use a string mop 

for cleaning your hardwood. (Never leave puddle or too much water on the floor.)  

6. Never wax a polyurethane finish floor. Once waxed, the floor will have to be completely 

sanded down to raw wood to restore the floor.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


